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SUMMARY 
Readmg comprehension is one of the most important mformation processing skills for buildmg up 
learners' language competence and performance. Many researches have been conducted on 
reading comprehension in order to find ways in developing learners' language acquisitions. Whh 
the same purpose, this paper explores the role of culturally relevant texts on EFL/ESL learners' 
readuig comprehension ability on the basis of previous researches in this field, also promotes using 
culturally relevant texts as materials for readmg comprehension programs (mtensively and 
extensively), suggestmg that they have advantages over the more Uaditional approach. The paper 
clarifies some defmhions of reading comprehension, explams the influence of background 
knowledge on learners' readmg competence and provides the crheria which can be used to 
evaluate the cultural relevance ofthe texts towards leamers. 
Key words,- reading comprehension, background knowledge, culturally relevant texts, extensive 
reading, intensive reading. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reading ability is recognized as critical for 
EFL/ESL leamers, and readmg comprehension 
is one of the most important mformation 
processmg skills for building up learners' 
language competence and performance. 
Many language researchers and experts hold 
the view which considers reading 
comprehension as a process in which the 
reader plays an active role when recognizing 
written symbols and understanding the 
intended messages and the whole discourse 
[7]. Such a process surmises that readers 
should have some background knowledge 
about the topic of the reading text. 
Accordingly, meaning of the texts does not 
clearly exist on the printed pages but is 
derived from them by various mental 
operations of the readers through an 
interactive reading process [6]. In other 
words, a text by itself does not carry meaning, 
but rather guides readers in retrieving 
meaning based on their own prior knowledge. 
Therefore, reader may differ in the meaning 
that each associates with a given word. In 
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addition, it is easier for readers to understand 
the meaning of a text which contains 
recognizable components because their 
background knowledge helps them make 
predictions and inferences about the story [9]. 
Fredricks (2012) [8], while teaching EFL in 
Tajikistan, realized that his students were 
likely to read more texts about other countries 
which historically and linguistically Imked to 
their country and eager to make the 
comparison between the contexts of those 
texts with their own social and political 
contexts. The same situation also was 
recognized by Freeman (2004) [9] when she 
conducted a research with students in 
Arizona; that higher quality miscues were 
made and better retellings were produced 
when students worked with the culturally 
relevant stories which draw on readers' 
background and culture. 
The aim of this paper is first to describe what 
reading comprehension primarily is and then 
to look at the role of culturally relevant texts 
in a reading comprehension program. 
METHODS 

Secondary research was chosen as an 
appropriate approach to do this paper due to 
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the limitation of time (6 weeks). The author 
collected and studied a wide range of 
previous studies relating to the research topic 
thoroughly, most of which were retrieved 
from the Intemet source by reason of 
restriction in term of published/printed 
materials which were available on the subject. 
Of 11 referred articles, 7 came from 
worldwide acclaimed joumals specializing in 
language teaching or second/foreign language 
acquisition namely Cambridge University 
Press, The Reading Matrix, Reading 
Horizons, The Talking Point, Leaming in a 
Foreign Language and TESL Reporter; with 
famous experts in such field such as Neil 
Alderson [1], Yvonne Freeman [9], David 
Freeman [9], Kevin Stuart [10], Ann Ebe [6], 
etc. In addition, these articles were conducted 
in diverse teaching and leaming contexts of 
different countries from The Unhed States of 
America, China to Egypt and Iran, etc, with 
participants at various age groups. This 
contributes to the diversity and reliability of 
the materials which are the main source ofthe 
research paper. 
RESULTS 

The fuidings of this paper are presented in the 
context of this research question: "Does 
ESL/ESL leamers' familiarity with the 
cultural content of reading texts help them 
develop their reading comprehension?" 
Reading comprehensioa 
According to a definition provided by 
Bamford and Day (1998, p,I2) [2], reading is 
"the construction of meaning from a printed 
or written message. Constmction of meaning 
involves the reader connecting information 
from the vwltten message with previous 
knowledge to arrive at a meaning - at an 
understandmg". In this construction process, 
with the widely accepted role of active 
readers, they constmct the meaning of the 
texts by duecting their own cognitive 
resources and prior knowledge to relate to the 
reading passages. 
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Goodman (as cited in [7]) used the term "a 
psycholinguistic guessing game" to refer to 
the reading process through which the reader 
uncovers a reading text, makes prediction 
about later ideas or matters with the use of 
available minimal language cues, syntactic 
constraints and semantic constraints, while 
sampling the text so as to confirm or reject 
the prediction. In this process of reading, 
readers can interact with various sources, 
such as the content and the background of a 
text or the pragmatic context and then draw 
the meaning from the information in the 
reading [II]. More information is contributed 
by the readers than by the print on the page. 
That is, readers comprehend the information 
in the reading text because they are able to 
take the motivation further than the written 
symbols and allocate them to an appropriate 
group of notions that have been already stored 
in theu minds [7], Erten and Razi (2009) [7] 
also found that when readers bring their 
relevant background knowledge to their 
reading process, they can assign more 
attention for analyzing and interpreting 
textual meaning. 

Background knowledge and Reading 
comprehension 

In recent years, there have been an increasing 
amount of literature on the term "schema 
theory" [3] [6] [11] reporting that our 
knowledge and experiences of the world 
around us also influence how a text is read or 
processed. Competence readers have an idea 
of what is normal (linguistically and 
conceptually) and of how the world works, 
therefore when reading they make use of 
existing background knowledge and then 
adjust them with any new information [3]. 
The existing background knowledge, 
combined with the ability to make linguistic 
anticipations, determines the prospects the 
reader will expand when reading. 
Davoudi and Ramezani (2014) [5] draws on 
an extensive range of sources to find that the 
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competent interaction between linguistic 
knowledge and knowledge of the world have 
big influence on reading skills. According to 
Alderson (2000) [1], the knowledge of tiie 
world refers to every particular person's 
world which differs from others for the reason 
that every individual has unique personal 
history, feelings, ideas, interests and 
experiences which are not necessarily 
experienced or processed by others. However, 
people can share their knowledge ofthe world 
with other people In a community or nation. 
Kramsch (as cited in Davoudi & Ramezani, 
2014) [5] believes that understanding a 
language includes understanding a culture 
within which it is used; hi other words, since 
culture affects all aspects of life, it certainly 
has a major impact on all elements of reading 
[7]; therefore, leamers can grasp a new 
language only when they have a probable 
understanding of the cuhural context of that 
language. As a result, a reader is most likely 
to fail to understand a text if his/her cultural 
knowledge is different from the one proposed 
by the text [5]. 

Another research developed by Chang (2007) 
[4] also states that there is a high degree of 
connection between readers' prior 
background knowledge and the reading texts. 
According to Chang's research, ESL/EFL 
learners' reading comprehension not only 
depends on tiie difficulty level ofthe texts but 
is more due to the level of learners' 
recollection from their culturally relevant 
background knowledge and from the proper 
evidences about the cultural foundations. 
Culturally relevant texts 
Cultiually relevant texts are then literary texts 
that depict aspects of learner's culture such as 
ways of life, way of dressing, food, artifacts 
and others, which are unique to the learners' 
culture and are familiar to them [5]. In their 
research, Davoudi and Ramezani (2014) [5] 
cited Brock's explanation that culturally 

relevant texts are texts that includes subject 
matters, contexts, cultural assumptions, 
circumstances, characters, language, and 
historical references that are recognizable to 
the second language readers. In simple words, 
culturally relevant texts are those that readers 
can connect to [9] and can draw on theu 
background knowledge and experiences to 
make meaning [7], 

Many researchers while studying this field 
fmd the problem in text selection [6] that texts 
that are used to assess the readmg proficiency 
of EFL/ESL leamers are not culturally 
relevant for the shidents who read them. 
Often a writer will assume that the target 
reader has the relevant background 
knowledge to read and make meaning out of 
the text; therefore, the writer will leave 
certain facts out or unstated. However, this 
creates problems when the writer and reader 
do not share the same relevant background 
knowledge [3]. This problem is found in 
many nations where ESL/EFL holds an 
unportant place in education. One example 
takes place in Taiwan, where most English 
texts that Taiwanese students read are 
narrative or expository passages; thus, many 
students carmot interact with the context and 
they cannot Ieam the whole picture of the 
reading passages [II]. 

The same situation happens in China where 
reading courses are intended to develop 
general reading skills, the ability to read 
quickly and an abili^ to grasp main meaning. 
As a resuh, many students cope with 
distasteful job assignments in which little 
knowledge of English is actually required, 
and quickly lose their interest ui English [10]. 
Another example, Ebe (2010) [6] in her 
research told her story when working in New 
York that her students, who came from the 
flat deserts of Northem Mexico, had to 
struggle to read texts about children climbing 
mountains and finding caves with waterfalls. 
She also gave the familiar situation of her 
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college in Hong Kong that tiie students had 
difficuhies to read the texts not only because 
they are not proficient in English, but also 
because they lack the background knowledge 
to cotmect to the reading texts. 
Roles of culturally relevant texts on 
reading comprehension 
A strong influence of the culturally relevant 
texts on learners' reading comprehension has 
been reported in literature. Many researchers 
implemented culturally relevant texts on his 
reading classroom with different methodology 
and found that culturally relevant texts have 
good impacts on developing reading 
comprehension abili^ of students at different 
levels and ages, 

Fredricks (2012) [8] mitiated critical literatiire 
circles, a program which drew from critical 
literacy and cuhurally relevant pedagogy, on 
his adult students in Taj ikistan. In this 
program, students worked together in small, 
peer-led discussion groups whose members 
had chosen to read the same reading texts 
about their own historical, cuhural and social 
issues and then shared opinions about what 
they had read in an educational setting. The 
program came up with excellent outcome in 
which readers developed personal responses 
to literature, could express their views on 
texts in relation to their own life experiences, 
beliefs and values, and had an opportunity for 
enjoyable L2 reading experiences. "Many 
members reported enjoying reading texts they 
have chosen rather than those that they were 
forced to read for course" [8]. 
The interaction between culturally relevant 
texts and language proficiency level In EFL 
learner's reading comprehension was 
investigated through a quantitative method 
conducted by Weng (2012) [11]. Four reading 
tests, in which four reading texts of different 
backgrounds were chosen, were designed to 
examine the effect of background knowledge 
on reading comprehension. The participants. 

who came from six classes of university 
freshmen in Taiwan, had to read four different 
texts and then answered 20 follow-up 
questions. The results indicated that 
participants got higher grades in their topic 
familiar readings than topic unfamiliar 
readings and topic familiarity was more 
important in participants at lower language 
proficiency levels. 

Another method in this field was conducted 
with participants coming from an urban 
elementary school in the Unhed States of 
America by Ebe (2010) [6]. Each participant 
was asked to read and retell two third grade 
stories. After analyzing the results, the 
researcher found that students were more 
proficient in their reading of the stoiy they 
identified as being more culturally relevant. AJI ̂  
The connections seen in these studies between 
the culturally relevant texts and reading 
proficiency indicate that teachers can help 
support the reading development of their 
EFL/ESL leamers by eonsidermg cultural 
relevance when selecting texts as reading 
materials [6]. 

Criteria to select culturally relevant 
reading texts 

While there are many researches support the 
infiuence of culturally relevant texts on 
learners' reading comprehension ability, the 
question many teachers may ask is: "what 
makes a text culturally relevant?" [6]. 
Although a wide range of books is available, 
determining cultiual relevance should go 
beyond the nationality or ethnicity of the 
main character and include a number of other 
factors [9]. There was a set of factors t9 
evaluate a book, which was first developed b '̂ 
Goodman (as cited in Ebe, 2010 [6] and 
Freeman, 2004 [9]) and refined into a rubric 
[6] [9] which contains a list of questions, 
focusing on ways the characters and events in 
the book match up with the lives of the 
students in the class. Teachers and students 
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can rate each questions In the rubric using a 
four point Likert scale, from " I" meaning "no 
connection" to "4" - very close connection. 
The questions m the lists are as follows: 

Are the characters in the story like you and 
yourfamily? 

Have you ever lived in or visited places like 

those in the story? 

Could this story take place this year? 

How close do you think the main characters 
are to you in age? 
Does the story have main characters who are 
boys (for hoy readers) or girls (for girl 
readers? 

Do the characters talk like you and your 

family? 

How often do you read stories like this one? 

Have you ever had an experience like one 

described in this story? 

DISCUSSION 

The paper is an attempt to shed a light on 
whether culturally relevant texts have any 
significant influence on EFL/ESL learners' 
reading comprehension ability. In conclusion, 
the results from the previous researches 
expose the natural impact of background 
knowledge in culturally relevant texts on 
second language reading comprehension. 
Background knowledge has been exactiy 
instmmental in connecting the contextual 
meanings with EFL/ESL readers' 
comprehension. It is important to note that 
different books are culturally relevant for 
different readers and identifying texts that are 
relevant for a reader for all eight factors is a 
difficuh work. However, finding texts with 
some cultural relevance for the reader is 
supportive. In other words, not every text is 
necessarily relevant to readers' cultural 
background knowledge but at least some of 
the texts EFL/ESL leamers are provided 
should be culturally relevant. 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER 
RECOMMENDATION 
This study is not without limitations. Firstly, 
this study was based on a small number of 
previous researches due to the limitation of 
time. Although the chosen researches varied 
in diverse contexts, most of them were 
conducted whh small groups of participants. 
The paper would have been more reliable 
with the findings from « wider range of 
previous studies which were conducted on 
more expanded groups in order to include the 
effects of culturally relevant texts on 
components of reading comprehension such 
as the speed of reading, reader perspective, 
critical thinking, main ideas construction 
process as well as other reading processes. 
Further, this study was not designed to 
measure the effectiveness of individual 
reading activities using culturally relevant 
texts. Instead, the use of reading activities 
was applied in previous researches' 
methodology as an instmment in examining 
the influence of cultural background on 
reading comprehension. Future research may 
wish to consider these limitations in an 
attempt to promote better reading 
comprehension ability amongst EFL/ESL 
leamers through culturally relevant texts. 
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TOM TAT 
P H A T T R I ^ N K H A NANG DOC HlfiU TIENG ANH C H O SINH VIEN 
N G O ^ N G C T H O N G QUA CAC BAI DOC C O N O I DUNG B A O H A M 
Y£U T6 VAN H6A PHU HOP 

Hoing Thj Huy^n Trang' , Nguyin Thi Nggc Anh 
Khoa Ngogi ngir - DH Thai Nguyen 

Khk nang dgc hiSu ik m§t Uong nhttng k j nSng quan Ugng nhat trong viec trau d6i vk phit trien 
kha nang ngdn ngO cua smh viSn. Rdt nhi§u nghiSn ciiu v l kha ning dgc hilu da dugc thuc hi?n 
nham phdt tri^n nang luc ngon ngii cho sinh vifin. Cihig vdi myc dich nky, bii bdo sau dSy nghifin 
cihi vk vai Ud ciia nhCng bM dgc c6 nOi dung bao him yeu to van h6a phu hgp trong vigc nSng cao 
khk nang dgc hilu cfla sinh viSn, dya USn nhfhig nghifin cihi trudc dSy trong ciing Ihih v\rc. DSng 
thdi, bii Mo khuyin khfch vi$c sii dyng ckc bki dgc nSy vko cic chuong trinh dgc hilu (dgc mi 
rOng vk dgc tang cudng) vi cho r ^ chflng c6 nhilu Igi feh hon cic bii doc thfing thudng. Bii bio 
niy giii thich cic d|nh nghTa vl kha ning dgc hilu, giii thich s\r inh hudng cfla hg thSng kiln Mtc 
nin vio qui Uinh dgc hilu v i dua ra nhttng tiSu chi dinh gii mflrc d§ phfl hgp vl n^i dung bao 
him ylu t6 vSn hda cua cic bii dgc doi vdi suih vien. 

Th kh6a: khd ndng dgc hiiu, kiin thiic nin. bdi dgc c6 ngi dung bao hdm yeu ti vdn hoa, chuang 
trinh dgc md rgng dgc tdng cudng. 
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